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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Examine the 
Commission’s Post-2008 Energy Efficiency 
Policies, Programs, Evaluation, Measurement, 
and Verification, and Related Issues.________

Rulemaking 09-11-014 
(Filed November 20, 2009)

JOINT COMMENTS OF SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY (U904M), 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY (U904G), AND PACIFIC GAS AND 

ELECTRIC COMPANY (U 39 M) (“ JOINT IOUS”) TO ASSIGNED COMMISSIONER’S 
RULING AND SCOPING MEMO REGARDING PUBLIC PURPOSE PROGRAM FUNDS,

PHASE III

INTRODUCTIONI.

San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), Southern California Gas Company

(SCG) and Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) (collectively referred to as “Joint IOUs”)

hereby submit the following joint comments to the Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling and Scoping

Memo Regarding Public Purpose Program Funds, Phase III, issued July 7, 2011 (ACR). The

ACR directs parties to file comments on the general approach and proposals set forth therein

with respect to Senate Bill (SB) 87. In particular, the ACR directs parties to identify

computational errors, suggest alternate funding priorities and comment on specific questions

regarding the scope of the Commission’s authority.

II. JOINT COMMENTS ON ACR

The Commission Should Adopt the Approach Set Forth in the Joint IOU 
Motion and Grant the Relief Sought Therein

A.

On July 1, 2011, the Joint IOUs filed a motion with the Commission seeking authority to

use combined gas and electric unspent, uncommitted funds from prior energy efficiency program

cycles in the wake of SB 87 to help ensure adequate and uninterrupted funding for the 2010-2012 

cycle and to prevent curtailment of energy efficiency programs (Joint IOU Motion).- The Joint

1/ Motion Of Pacific Gas And Electric Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company (U902m), And 
Southern California Gas Company (U904g) To Shift Unspent, Uncommitted Energy Efficiency Funds To 
Ensure Adequate Funding For The 2010-2012 Energy Efficiency Portfolio In The Wake Of Senate Bill 87,
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IOUs have identified no explicit prohibition against use of funds as proposed in the Joint IOU

Motion, either in prior Commission decisions or in the Energy Efficiency Policy Manual.

The ACR presents a different approach, which does not fully acknowledge the scope of

the Commission’s authority in this regard and which calls for a significant reduction in gas

program funding and a proposed prioritization for the manner in which those program efforts

should be curtailed. If the Commission, in fact, orders curtailments such as those discussed in

the ACR, the Commission should provide the Joint IOUs with the necessary tools such that they

can continue to run effective energy efficiency portfolios in the manner approved by the

Commission. Specifically, the Commission should remove the program and category level

fundshifting limitations set forth in D.09-09-047. In addition, consistent with the express

language of SB 87, the Commission must make appropriate reductions to gas energy savings 

goals to reflect the reduced level of funding for those programs as proposed in the ACR.-

The Joint IOU Motion presents a simple and effective means for each affected utility to

address the potential Energy Efficiency 2010-2012 Portfolio budget shortfall posed by the

passage of SB 87 and the Commission should immediately grant the relief sought therein for the

following reasons: (1) the Joint IOU Motion provides for immediate certainty regarding the

energy efficiency program budgets such that current momentum can be maintained; (2) the Joint

IOU Motion seeks relief that is within the scope of the Commission’s authority; and (3) the relief

sought in the Joint IOU Motion is equitable and in the public interest, in that it would avoid

significant curtailment to energy efficiency activities without requiring a rate increase for

customers.

filed July 1, 2011 in Rulemaking 09-11-014. (Joint IOU Motion)

2/ See discussion in Section II.C.l. infra. Because PG&E is a combined gas and electric utility operating 
certain gas and electric program activities on an integrated basis, a reduction in PG&E’s electric energy 
efficiency goals may also be appropriate depending on the reduction scenario. Goal reduction is discussed 
in PG&E’s Attachment 1.
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1. The Joint IOU Motion Provides Immediate Budget Certainty

The relief sought in the Joint IOU Motion provides a level of certainty and confidence to

the energy efficiency community by acting expeditiously to avoid the need for significant and

immediate program curtailment. Now that SB 87 has passed, the Joint IOU Motion recommends

immediate action prior to the potential transfer of gas surcharge funds in order to maintain 

program continuity.- In contrast, while the ACR also recognizes the need to move quickly, the

ACR recommends a period of planning the program curtailments based on the premise that “if

the transfer occurs” such curtailments may be necessary should the funds ultimately be 

transferred pursuant to SB 87.- While the ACR presents a reasoned approach, the immediate

budget uncertainty presented by the passage of SB 87 will force the IOUs to curtail energy

efficiency activities before any transfer of funds occurs. Due to the magnitude of the program

cuts proposed, the ACR proposal will also impact present commitments that would otherwise 

generate significant energy savings.- By choosing not to immediately authorize the IOUs to

access unspent, uncommitted funds from prior cycles should that become necessary, the ACR

does not provide the level of certainty surrounding the energy efficiency portfolio budgets sought

in the Joint IOU Motion. As a result, the IOUs would not be able to maintain their current level

of program activities, but would have to begin ramping down in anticipation of a potential fund

transfer regardless of whether such a transfer actually occurs.

3/ Joint IOU Motion, p. 1.

4/ ACR, p. 6.

5/ See e.g., Attachment 1.
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2. The Relief Sought in the Joint IOU Motion is Within the Scope of the 
Commission’s Authority

The ACR fails to recognize the past Commission precedent supporting the relief sought

in the Joint IOU Motion. Specifically, the ACR states:

Most options that have been presented thus far, such as authorizing new funds or 
directing that funds from other programs be shifted over to the gas PPPs, would, 
among other things, disturb policies and procedures that have been set forth in 
prior Commission decisions... 6/

However, the Commission has a longstanding practice of authorizing the use of unspent, 

uncommitted funds from prior program cycles to augment current program funding.- If the

IOUs account for the potential fund transfer pursuant to the Commission’s guidance provided in 

D.09-09-047- and as described in the Joint IOU Motion, it is likely that any large scale shift of

funds between gas and electric accounts may not be necessary. The relief sought in the Joint

IOU Motion is consistent with the Commission’s approval of the 2010-12 energy efficiency

portfolios not as a collection of individual, gas and electric programs, but rather, as a collection 

of comprehensive, statewide and local initiatives.- As discussed in the Joint IOU Motion, any

6/ ACR, p. 5.

7/ See discussion Section II.C.5 infra..

8/ The Commission determined that all energy efficiency program costs for dual-fuel utilities are simply to be 
split according to a predetermined ratio between electric and gas respectively, based on the projected net 
benefits to be generated by the portfolio as a whole. (See D.09-09-047 at p. 319). PG&E’s current electric/ 
gas net benefit ratio is 82/18 as approved in AL 3065G-A/3265E-A, SDG&E’s electric/gas budget ratio is 
80/20.

9/ D.09-09-047, p.7; see also D.05-09-043, Interim Opinion: Energy Efficiency Portfolio Plans And Program 
Funding Levels For 2006-2008 - Phase 1 Issues, in which the Commission approved portfolios based on 
market and customer segment approaches as opposed to distinct gas and electric portfolios.

Each of the utilities has approached the development of its portfolio plan by (1) 
analyzing the technical potential for energy efficiency identified in recent 
studies (and used to establish the Commission’s goals) and (2) developing 
specific goals for each of the market segments and end-uses based on this 
potential. Using this information, SCE, SDG&E and SoCalGas started with their 
current structure of program offerings designed primarily around customer 
sectors (e.g., residential - single family, residential - multi-family, commercial, 
industrial, and agriculture), and modified them accordingly. PG&E, on the other 
hand, took a different approach by redesigning its programs around market

-4-
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potential transfer of energy efficiency funds to the State’s General Fund should be treated

accordingly regardless of the particular funding mechanism that brought in funds that may

ultimately be transferred. Nevertheless, the Commission has not generally required that the

gas/electric proportion of the prior unspent funds be maintained across program cycles when

allowing such budget augmentations and has also previously authorized transfers of funds

directly between gas and electric accounts.

3. The Relief Sought in the Joint IOU Motion is Equitable and in the 
Public Interest

The Joint IOU Motion represents a solution that is equitable and in the public interest in

that it would allow the utilities to maintain their level of program activity without requiring a

corresponding rate increase for customers. In contrast, the ACR contemplates significant

curtailment of the portfolio activities in anticipation that funds may ultimately be transferred

pursuant to SB 87.

Energy Efficiency natural gas savings are a core part of the Joint IOUs’ respective

portfolios and are an important part of meeting California’s ambitious energy efficiency and

greenhouse gas reduction goals. Those programs that yield natural gas savings should not be cut

where there are available unspent funds that can be used to continue them without causing a rate

increase to customers.

In addition, gas PPPs provide a direct benefit to electric customers as they help to reduce

the end price of electricity for customers throughout California. In California, natural gas fired 

electric generation accounts for forty-six percent of total electric generation—7 and often sets the

segments (e.g., mass markets, schools and colleges, office buildings, etc.), rather 
than continuing with a historic program structure that primarily organizes 
program strategies around regulatory customer rate classes. (Id. at p. 19)

10/ California Energy Commission, 2009 Integrate Energy Policy Report, Final Commission Report, 
December 2009, CEC-100-2009-003-CMF, p. 47.
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marginal price for electricity—. At the request of Energy Division staff, PG&E commissioned

IHS Global Insight to determine impacts of conservation of natural gas prices which showed a

reduction in natural gas demand via conservation efforts can significantly influence natural gas

prices.—7 Applying the study range to recent 2010 California Gas Sales, California realized

annual savings between $20 and $100 million due to the impact of lower demand on natural gas

prices. Of that amount, between $9 and $46 million contributed to lower annual electric

13/generation costs, ultimately benefiting consumers of electricity.

Finally, the Joint IOU Motion presents a pragmatic solution as well. The type of cuts

contemplated in the ACR would likely require the IOUs to rebalance their Energy Efficiency

portfolios in order to deliver statutorily required cost effective programs. It would also likely

require suspension of the gas and electric net benefit split methodology for program spending 

and cost recovery mechanisms adopted by the Commission in D.09-09-047.—7 If the Commission

were to adopt the ACR proposal, the Commission, the Energy Division and the IOUs would be

required to divert significant resources away from scheduled program implementation activities,

as well as planning for the 2014-2016 energy efficiency portfolio in addition to developing the

regulatory framework to support that effort.—7

11/ Id. at p. 141.

12/ Global Insight, Inc., The Impact of the 10/20 PG&E Winter Savings Program on Natural Gas, July 2006.

13/ California Energy Commission, 2009 Integrate Energy Policy Report, Final Commission Report, 
December 2009, CEC-100-2009-003-CMF (p. 141).

14/ Suspension of the gas and electric net benefit split could also affect programs such as Self Generation 
Incentive Program, which utilizes the net benefit split adopted for the EE portfolio. See D. 09-03-073, p. 14 
(“ [t]o establish the budget for each individual utility, Energy Division allocated the total costs for the self
generation program (developed on a statewide basis) to each service territory based on the relative 
proportion of costs currently allocated to each utility for energy efficiency programs.”)

15/ The Commission’s proceeding on extending the energy efficiency program cycle through 2013 is currently 
ongoing. The resources of the Commission, its staff, and the stakeholders to that process are already 
stretched thin and will necessarily be further encumbered with trying to meet challenging EM&V and other 
planning benchmarks required for effective planning of the next cycle.

-6-
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For these reasons, the Commission should promptly grant the Joint IOU Motion and

allow the IOUs to carry forward combined gas and electric unspent, uncommitted funds from

prior portfolio cycles to cover the budget shortfall posed by SB 87. Such relief is in the public

interest, and is within the scope of the Commission’s authority.

B. COMPUTATIONAL ERRORS

The ACR directs parties to identify computational errors and verify all numbers set forth

in the scoping memo. The information contained in the ACR represents the IOUs’ recorded

amounts as of February 2011 forecasted to June 30, 2011. In these comments, the ACR amounts

have been corrected to reflect recorded balances as of June 30, 2011.

1. PG&E

For PG&E, the ACR includes a $1 M mathematical error in its subtraction of $155M of

remaining funds from the $176.6 M forecasted amount to be collected in rates during 2011. The

net result should be $21.6 M available to PG&E and not $20.6 M as stated in the ACR (p.5).

Second, if corrected for this subtraction error, it would result in providing PG&E with 31% of

the amount collected in customer rates for energy efficiency programs. The estimate of $6

million of available unspent gas funds in the ACR is correct based on recorded February 2011

information in PG&E’s gas balancing account and forecasted March through June 2011 data.

Based on updated data through June 30, 2011, PG&E projects that it has $5.4 million of

available unspent gas funds. Through June 2011, PG&E also has $39.4 million of available

electric funds not recognized by the ACR.

2. SDG&E

For SDG&E, the numbers in the ACR are correct except for the underspending of $0.6

million associated with the 2010-2012 program cycle. The amount should reflect a positive

number representing an overspending of $0.6 million based on recorded February 2011

information and forecasted March through June 2011 data, net of projected spending for the
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second half of the 2011 year. Adjusting for this sign error, would result in providing SDG&E

with 34% of the amount collected in customer rates for energy efficiency programs. Based on 

updated recorded information through June 2011, including reimbursements for SDG&E’s 4th 

quarter 2010 and 1st quarter 2011 public purpose program funds received in July, SDG&E will

be projected to be underspent by $7.8 million associated with its pre-2010 program cycles and

$1.1 million overspent in its 2010-2012 program cycle. As a result of updated June 2011

recorded information, SDG&E will be underspent by a net $6.7 million which provides SDG&E

32% of the amount collected in customer rates for its energy efficiency programs. This update

is 8% lower compared to the previous forecast based on February 2011 recorded information and

inclusion of the sign error on the 2010-2012 program cycle described above.

3. SCG

For SCG, the numbers in the ACR are correct based on recorded February 2011

information and forecasted March through June 2011 data, net of projected spending for the

second half of the 2011 year. Flowever, based on updated recorded information through June 

2011, including reimbursements for SCG’s 4th quarter 2010 and 1st quarter 2011 public purpose

program funds received in July, SCG will be projected to be underspent by $18.8 million

associated with its pre-2010 program cycles and $51.9 million associated with its 2010-2012

program cycle. As a result of updated June 2011 recorded information, SCG will be underspent

by a total of $70.6 million which provide SCG with 107% of the amount collected in customer

rates for its energy efficiency programs. This update is 3% lower compared to the previous

forecast based on February 2011 recorded information.

C. RESPONSES TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS POSED IN THE ACR

In accordance with the directives in the ACR, the Joint IOUs comment on the following

topics:

-8-
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What specific programs should be continued and at what level, given the 
priorities set out above and the funds available?

1.

The Joint IOUs submit that the Joint IOU Motion presents the most efficient, timely, and

equitable plan for addressing any potential program budget shortfalls that could result from SB

87. Specifically, the Joint IOU Motion presents a plan that would allow program activities to

continue at or near their current levels for the current fiscal year without requiring a rate increase

for customers.

In contrast, the proposal in the ACR would require significant curtailment of energy

efficiency program activities. As directed by the ACR, attached to these comments the Joint

IOUs submit their respective scenarios and prioritizations for curtailment of program activities.

As discussed in the attachments, for some utilities, the remaining eligible gas program budget

under the ACR’s proposal would be insufficient to cover even current commitments. Should the

Commission choose not to grant the relief sought in the Joint IOU Motion and determine that

significant program curtailment is, in fact, required, the Joint IOUs request that the Commission

take additional action to ensure that each of the Joint IOUs can continue to run a successful,

effective portfolio, as approved in D.09-09-047. Specifically, the Joint IOUs request that the

Commission (1) remove fundshifting restrictions enacted by D.09-09-047; and (2) reduce gas

energy savings goals as required by SB 87.

16/ PG&E’s scenario responding to the ACR proposal is attached as “Attachment 1” to these comments; 
SDG&E’s scenario is attached as “Attachment 2” to these comments; SCG’s scenario is attached as 
“Attachment 3” to these comments.

Each of the Joint IOUs respective scenarios are based on ex ante values utilized from the 
beginning of the program cycle to the present time. On July 14, 2011, the Commission issued its Third 
Decision Addressing Petition For Modification Of Decision 09-09-047, in proceeding A.08-07-021 and 
related matters. That decision finalized the ex ante values to be used for the 2010-2012 program cycle, 
modifies ex ante savings values for non-DEER measures listed in Attachment A of the decision and allows 
the impacted utilities to adjust their portfolios based upon those changes if necessary within 60 days. Each 
of the Joint IOUs is working to update their workpapers and related systems to reflect these modified ex 
ante values. However, that work could not be completed prior to submission of these scenarios as directed 
in the ACR. Therefore, if it becomes necessary to do so, the Joint IOUs request Commission authorization 
to submit updated scenarios that incorporate and account for the recently-issued planning values.

-9-
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Fundshifting Flexibilitya.

If the Commission orders the Joint IOUs to curtail their gas energy efficiency program

activities, the Commission should lift the additional category and program level fundshifting

restrictions, implemented in D.09-09-047, to provide each of the Joint IOUs with the necessary

tools to effectively manage their portfolios. While the Joint IOUs can present general proposals

to address the sort of cuts called for in the ACR, it is not possible to describe with certainty at

this time each aspect of how the portfolios will need to be rebalanced.

The Commission’s approval of the 2010-2012 portfolios represents a careful balancing of

numerous competing priorities including the level of funding of resource/non-resource programs

and activities that support advancement of the EE Long Term Strategic Plan goals. As part of

that balancing, in D.09-09-047, the Commission reduced the threshold of program and category 

level fundshifting that would trigger an advice letter filing with the Commission.—7 Curtailing

program activities as suggested in the ACR would upset that balance and would necessitate

additional flexibility than was contemplated at the time the portfolios were approved. For these

reasons, the Commission should lift the additional category and program level fundshifting

restrictions in D.09-09-047 to allow the Joint IOUs sufficient flexibility to effectively manage

their programs in light of curtailment of activities and rebalancing that would be necessary to

accommodate any potential transfer of funds pursuant to SB 87 if the ACR proposal is adopted.

b. Corresponding Gas Goal Reduction

If the Commission orders the Joint IOUs to curtail their gas energy efficiency program

activities, the Commission must also reduce the gas savings goals for the 2010-2012 program

cycle. The Commission is explicitly directed to make such a reduction by the statutory text,

which states:

17/ See D.09-09-047, 309-311, OP 43(b).

- 10-
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At the discretion of the California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC), all program activities and requirements related to the 
transfer of $155,000,000 from the Gas Consumption Surcharge 
Fund to the General Fund may be suspended for any period 
impacted by this funds transfer. To the extent such program 
activities and requirements are suspended for a gas corporation’s 
programs and the gas corporation has not secured a different 
source of funding authorized by the CPUC, that gas corporation 
shall be relieved of the obligation to meet and shall not be held 
responsible for the program goals for the period of time affected by 
the transfer.—

The Commission’s ability to shift PPP funds among the various IOUs2.

Commission policy as set forth in the Energy Efficiency Policy Manual (version 4.0)

does not support the Commission’s transfer of PPP funds among the various IOUs. The Policy

Manual states, in relevant part: “Pursuant to PU Code sections 381, 381.1, 399 and 890-900,

PGC and gas surcharge funds must be spent to deliver energy efficiency benefits to ratepayers in

,,20/the service territory from which the funds were collected. The Joint IOUs support

continuation of this policy.

The Commission’s ability to use non-surcharge funds to support these 
programs

3.

The Commission has authority to use non-surcharge funds to support gas energy

efficiency programs. California Public Utilities Code §890, which establishes the Natural Gas

Surcharge, prohibits inclusion of a number of other categories of charges in the rates of gas 

utilities.—7 However, it imposes no prohibition on using non-surcharge funding to support gas

PPPs. The use of non-surcharge funds to support gas PPPs is also consistent with the

18/ SB 87, see ACR, p. 4.

19/ Energy Efficiency Policy Manual, Version 4.0 (July 2008) Applicable to post-2005 Energy Efficiency 
Programs.

20/ Id. at Sec. II. 10 p.5 (internal citation omitted).

21/ Cal. Pub. Util. Code § 890(a).
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Commission’s practice of treating the energy efficiency portfolios as a collection of programs

targeting market segments (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial) or delivery mechanisms 

(e.g., financing, statewide marketing) and not as distinct gas or electric funded programs.—7 For

example, as it did in D.05-09-043, in D.09-09-047, the Commission ordered the utilities to adopt

budgets “that would split the electric and gas cost recovery according to an expense ratio aligned

,,23/with the portfolios for savings/budgets.

The legality and propriety of requiring ratepayers to pay additional 
surcharges to fund these gas PPPs

4.

While it has yet to be determined, the Joint IOUs have significant concerns with respect

to the legality of the gas funding sweep. With respect to the propriety of requiring ratepayers to

pay additional surcharges as a result of the gas budget sweep, California Public Utilities Code

§890 provides that in addition to other similar activities described in the statute, Natural Gas

Surcharge funds are to be used to fund energy efficiency and conservation activities and are not

meant to be appropriated into the state’s General Fund. Ratepayers should not be required to pay

additional surcharges particularly where sufficient unspent funding from prior cycles is available

and can be authorized to cover the sweep. Nor should the Commission consider authorizing

collection of additional funds from ratepayers through the gas surcharge mechanism as those

funds could also be subject to being swept by the State in the future. Rather, the Commission

should grant the relief sought in the Joint IOU Motion as it is a simple and effective proposal that

provides a plan to continue the current momentum for energy efficiency activities without

requiring a rate increase for customers.

22/ See FN 9 supra.

23/ D.09-09-047, p.319 citing D.05-09-043; see response to Question 5 (discussing additional specific 
instances where electric funding was applied to the entire portfolio).
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Whether electric funds can be shifted to gas PPPs in accordance with the 
energy efficiency manual or Commission decisions

5.

The Commission has the authority to shift electric funds to gas PPPs. However, the Joint

IOU Motion discusses treating the gas PPP fund sweep in such a manner that is consistent with

the Commission’s guidance for recording program expenses in D.09-09-047 and which would 

not necessarily require a large scale shifting of funds to the gas PPPs if applied.—7 The

Commission has a longstanding practice of authorizing the use of unspent, uncommitted funds

from prior program cycles to augment current program funding. Only if the Commission would

find that a different treatment of the expense is appropriate would significant shifting funds

between electric and gas accounts become necessary.

In any event, as discussed in detail in the Joint IOU Motion, on numerous occasions the

Commission has authorized utilities to use combined electric and gas funding from prior

program cycles for the benefit of the portfolio as a whole. Most recently, in D.09-09-047, the

Commission granted individual motions of SCE and SDG&E to “Shift Unspent, Uncommitted

Funds from Previous Program Cycles to Ensure Adequate Funding For Identified 2009 Energy 

Efficiency Transition Programs.”— The CPUC has previously allowed PG&E and SCE to use

prior energy efficiency portfolio cycle (combined gas and electric) unspent funds to augment 

their portfolio funding.—7 In addition, the Commission has previously authorized the use of

24/ For example, as stated in the Joint IOU Motion, PG&E proposes that it record the amount of the sweep as 
an expense pursuant to the 18% gas / 82% electric expense split consistent with Commission direction in 
D.09-09-047 and as authorized in its compliance advice letter. (PG&E Energy Efficiency Compliance AL 
3065-G-A&B//3562-E-A&B). PG&E would then use combined electric and gas unspent funds from prior 
cycles to cover the shortfall charged to its electric and gas accounts from the sweep.

25/ D.09-09-047, OP 3.

26/ See Resolution G-3439 approving Advice Letter 3030-G/3487-E for 2009 and Resolution G-3421 
approving Advice Letter 2938-G/3298-E for 2008. See also Resolution G-3323 approving PG&E’s request 
to augment its 2001 Energy Efficiency programs with Pre-1998 DSM funds; Administrative Law Judge’s 
Ruling Granting Request of Southern California Edison to Use Unspent Program Funds for Evaluation, 
Measurement and Verification of 2003 Programs, July 16, 2004, R.01-08-028.
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unspent funds for specific projects such as the Pilot Water Conservation Programs.—7 In

authorizing the IOUs to carry forward unspent funds from previous program cycles, the

Commission did not require that the ratio of gas to electric funding be maintained from one

program cycle to the next.

In addition to allowing shifting of gas and electric funds through general carry-forward of

prior cycle’s unspent funds, the Commission has authorized specific transfers between gas and

electric accounts. For example, the Commission has previously allowed SDG&E to offset a gas

undercollection by transferring funds from the electric overcollection in SDG&E’s Post-1997 

Electric EE Balancing Account.—7 The Commission has also approved PG&E’s request to

transfer low income program funds from the electric account to the gas account to cover gas

29/program expenses.

Consistent with the Commission’s previous authorization of such requests, the Energy

Efficiency Policy Manual also does not explicitly prohibit it. While the Policy Manual does state

that “gas PGC collections must fund natural gas energy efficiency programs and electric PGC 

collections must fund electric energy efficiency programs,”—7 on its face, such a requirement is

limited in scope to PGC funding and does not extend to other sources of funding such as energy 

efficiency procurement charges.—7 Finally, the current version of the EE Policy Manual is from

27/ D.07-12-050, OP 5 (“The energy utilities shall contribute the following amounts to support the pilot 
programs, evaluations and studies, from the utilities’ unspent energy efficiency funds from prior years.”

28/ Advice Letter 1829-E/163 7-G.

29/ Advice Letter 2946-G/3312-E, approved on September 17, 2008; see also FN 28 supra, (citing Sempa’s AL 
1444-E/1345-G dated October 23, 2002 to request and received Commission approval to transfer $1.7 
million in gas LIEE balancing account funds to the electric LIEE balancing account.)

30/ Energy Efficiency Policy Manual at Sec. II. 10 p.5.

31/ In addition, the Policy Manual cites to P.U. Code § 381 for the authority for this proposition, which 
addresses the use of PGC funds.
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July 2008, and has not yet been updated as directed by the Commission in D. 09-09-047 to

32/reflect recent Commission decisions such as D.09-09-047, referenced in these comments.

III. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth in these comments to the ACR, as well as those set forth in the

July 1, 2011 Joint IOU Motion, the Commission should allow each of the affected IOUs to use

unspent funds from prior program cycles to offset the potential effect of SB 87. It is within the

scope of the Commission’s authority to grant the relief sought in the Joint IOU Motion. Doing

so represents a practical and equitable approach as it would allow energy efficiency programs to

continue without significant curtailment of both gas and electric energy efficiency programs and

without a rate increase for customers.

Respectfully submitted,

ANN H. KIM 
MICHAEL R. KLOTZ

/s/By:
MICHAEL R. KLOTZ

Attorney for 
Law Department
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
77 Beale Street (B30A)
P.O. Box 7442 
San Francisco, CA 94120 
Telephone: (415) 973-7565
Facsimile:
E-Mail:

(415) 973-0516 
Mlke@pge.com

Submitted on behalf of:
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY, 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY,
and
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

July 21, 2011

32/ The Commission has ordered that the Policy Manual be updated to reflect CPUC decisions D.09-05-037 
and D.09-09-047 by Energy Division. A revised version has not yet been released.
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Attachment 1
PG&E’s - Energy Efficiency Program Reduction Scenario in Response to

ACR Proposal

Summary

As directed by the Assigned Commissioner Ruling (ACR) on July 7, 2011, PG&E 
submits its plan for the reduction or curtailment of the portions of its energy 
efficiency portfolio that encourage gas energy efficiency. If the Commission 
adopts the proposal as outlined in the ACR, which does not authorize the full use 
of available unspent funds from prior program cycles, PG&E would immediately 
commence a comprehensive elimination of all gas energy efficiency measures in 
its portfolio.

Since PG&E manages an integrated gas and electric portfolio, if reductions to the 
portfolio budget are required, PG&E's preference is to focus cuts on non
incentive spending across the portfolio (including administrative and direct 
implementation costs and non-resource programs) to ensure continued ability to 
provide gas and electric energy efficiency incentives to customers. However, the 
ACR's instruction to reduce or constrain gas PPP’s results in the elimination of 
gas rebates to customers as well as associated non-incentive spending.

If a comprehensive elimination of gas energy efficiency activities is implemented, 
over 600 customer projects with committed project applications would be put on 
hold, and the majority of these would never receive their promised rebates due to 
lack of available funding. It is possible that the electric portion of such projects 
would not continue if the economics of the project are hampered by the 
elimination of the gas incentives. PG&E would need to stop accepting rebate 
applications for the residential gas energy efficiency measures, and place 
received applications on a waitlist.

This result would be necessary under the approach proposed in the ACR as no 
funds would be available to continue gas energy efficiency activities after 
committing the limited available funds to the ARRA funded projects (e.g., Energy 
Upgrade California (EUC), and some other projects with ARRA funding) and 
performing orderly shutdown of activities.

As outlined in the Joint IOU Motion filed on July 1,2011, PG&E believes that the 
Commission has the necessary authority to grant the requested relief to use prior 
unspent funds to fill the potential budget shortfall left by SB 87. This would 
enable the current 2010-2012 Energy Efficiency Portfolio to continue 
uninterrupted so that it may deliver both immediate and long-term benefits to 
customers and the environment. The proposal in the Joint IOU Motion presents 
the most appropriate solution in that it maintains the current portfolio momentum,
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is most consistent with the State’s loading order to obtain all cost effective energy 
efficiency energy savings, is supportive of public policy objectives pertaining to 
job growth, and allows customers to receive rebates and incentives for the 
projects they are currently in the process of completing.

As directed by the ACR, this document describes PG&E’s plan for reduction or 
curtailment of energy efficiency public purpose programs pursuant to the 
proposal described in the ACR. PG&E does not recommend adoption of this 
plan.

Description of Funding Reduction Plan in Response to ACR

PG&E’s total annual authorized gas budget during the 2010-2012 cycle is $80.3 
million. As directed by the ACR, the following scenario assumes a one-time 
calculated shortfall of $61.1 million dollars for the fiscal year July 2011 to July 
20121, leaving a remaining balance of $19.2 million. Approximately $6.7 million 
of this would be committed to continue funding of the Energy Upgrade California 
as directed by the ACR2, and some additional commitment will be needed to pay 
incentives to other projects which have associated ARRA funding.

PG&E estimates that in order to remove $61.1 million in planned gas oriented 
expenditures from its portfolio, it will need to immediately curtail all payment of 
incentives for gas energy efficiency measures, and make cuts to non-incentive 
costs across almost all resource and non-resource programs. The approximately 
$12.5 million of residual gas funding would be utilized to implement the shutdown 
of customized, deemed, and mass market gas measures in an orderly fashion, 
and to fund incentives for projects with ARRA associated funding. At this time, 
PG&E has not yet halted payment of incentives on gas energy efficiency 
measures. With a gas incentive run rate of about $3.7 million dollars a month, 
the residual funds could well be exhausted by the time PG&E can implement the 
shutdown procedures. Therefore, the Company must start the shutdown of gas 
energy efficiency measures within weeks if it is to constrain payment of 
incentives to $12.5 million in fiscal 2011-2012.

PG&E currently has 660 customer projects in its pipeline with committed project 
applications totaling $33.4 million in commitments. The projects have come in 
through the Third Party, Statewide Programs, and Government Partnership 
channels, as shown in the following table.

The template included with this Attachment showing budget impacts at the subprogram level 
reflect impacts from a one time fund sweep for this fiscal year. $61.1 million = $89.9 million Gas 
PPP collected -$21.6 million return of surcharges per ACR - $7.2 million Pre-2010 unspent.
2 Estimated portion of gas budget for the Whole House Program under Energy Upgrade 
California.
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Table 1: Gas Commitments and Savings

Number of 
Customers

Therm
Savings

Gas
CommitmentsChannel KW Savings kWh Savings

$10,277,181Third Party 137 4,609 23,682,637 10,277,181
Statewide $17,099,715359 8,435 50,119,420 27,596,906Programs

Government $6,054,347164 3,067 15,680,096 3,854,726Partnerships
$33,431,243Total 660 16,111 89,482,153 41,728,813

If the ACR proposal is adopted, PG&E would need to put payment of these 
project incentives on hold, and then make almost $30 million more in cuts to 
achieve the required reduction to gas energy efficiency.

Description of Program Impacts

The table below provides a detailed budget at the subprogram level showing the 
cuts needed to resource and non-resource spending to achieve the proposed 
reduction of $61.1 million in spending on gas energy efficiency. Non-incentive 
program costs, including administrative and direct implementation costs, would 
be reduced, impacting both resource and non-resource programs.

Resource program impacts would include:

• Residential Programs: Removal of gas measures will impact Home 
Energy Efficiency Rebates and Multifamily Energy Efficiency Rebates. 
Low-flow showerheads, natural gas furnaces, and high-efficiency water 
heaters are examples of gas measures to be removed from these 
programs.

• Commercial, Industrial, and Agricultural Deemed Incentives Programs: 
Commercial ovens, gas fryers, space heating boilers, pipe insulation, 
steam traps, and tank insulation are examples of the gas measures to be 
removed from these programs

• Residential and Commercial HVAC: The Energy Star Residential Quality 
Installation Program will be impacted by removal of gas measures. Gas 
measures include duct test and seal.

• New Construction Program: Both residential and non-residential 
programs will be impacted by the removal of gas measures. HVAC 
retrofit, integrated buildings, tankless water heaters, and boiler system 
retrofits are examples of gas measures to be removed from these 
programs
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• Partnership and Third Party Programs: There are currently 19 institutional 
and local government partners included in our program. Of these 19 
partners, 14 will be impacted by removal of gas measures from the 
portfolio. In addition, 17 of the 50 third party programs in our portfolio will 
be impacted by the removal of gas measures. Gas measures to be 
removed from these programs include products such as process boilers, 
boiler blowdown systems, faucet aerators, and pool retrofits.

In addition to Resource Programs, Non-Resource programs will also be impacted 
by the removal of gas from the portfolio. Annual budgets were cut from the 
following programs between 18% and 25% as a result of the removal of gas 
funding from the portfolio:

Emerging Technologies Program
Statewide DSM Coordination & Integration
Marketing, Education & Outreach
Innovator Pilots Program
Green Communities
Local DSM Coordination & Integration
On-Bill Financing Program (administrative costs and loan pool) 
Zero Net Pilots
EM&V (IOU and Energy Division budgets)

Necessary Goal Adjustments

Because the scenario presented in the ACR reduces funding for energy 
efficiency activities during the current program cycle, it would be necessary to 
adjust or suspend PG&E’s current program goals if the Commission does not 
allow the full use of unspent funds from previous program cycles. PG&E 
proposes that gas program goals be suspended as of the date of the ACR. 
Accordingly, PG&E’s gas goals should be reduced as a percentage of PG&E’s 
total gas portfolio budget. Because many electric program activities involve 
measures with negative therm effects, suspension of negative therm impacts 
would also be necessary to ensure that gas savings achieved prior to the 
curtailment of gas programs are not eroded. Given that some customized 
projects contain activities and incentives that impact electric savings, electric 
program goal adjustments may also be necessary under the ACR scenario.

PG&E notes that under the Joint IOU Motion, no goal adjustments are 
necessary.

Application of Total Resource Costs (TRCs)

Given the limited amount of time provided to respond to the ACR and address 
issues raised in the ACR, particularly the need to assess wholesale portfolio
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impacts from a $61.1 million dollar reduction in funding, PG&E has included its 
filed TRCs in the attachment below showing program changes and budget 
impacts resulting from the potential budget shortfall. As described in the main 
body of these comments, the Commission’s third decision concerning the lOU’s 
Petition for Modification issued on July 14, 2011 directs changes in savings 
values which may impact TRCs within the portfolio. Given the magnitude of the 
reduction in PG&E’s gas energy efficiency budgets and programs stemming from 
the ACR’s interpretation, PG&E does not believe updated TRC results would 
impact the analysis provided in these comments.

PG&E’s Detailed ACR Budget Reduction Plan

The following table outlines the PG&E budget reduction plan in accordance with 
the ACR proposal.3

3 Although proposed budget impacts for Third Party and Government Partnership Programs have 
been estimated, the enclosed workbook does not show detail for individual parties or partners.
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Attachment 1 - Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
2010-2012 EE Portfolio - ACR Budget Reduction Plan (7/21/11)

2010-12 
Filed Net 

TRC Ratio

2010-12 
Filed Gross 
TRC Ratio

ACR Reduction 
from Current 

Budget
Market
Sector

2010-12 Filed 
Budget

2010-12 Current 
Budget

ACR Modified 2010 
- 2012 BudgetMain Program Name / Sub-ProgramsProgram #

Residential Programs
PGE2100 Residential Energy Efficiency Programw

E $21,018,892 $21,018,892 $21,018,892Home Energy Efficiency Surveys Program 0.18 0.21PGE21001E
$30,000,231 $30,000,231 $30,000,231Residential Lighting Incentive Program for Basic CFLs 3.52PGE21002 4.77o>

S $33,342,987 $33,342,987 $33,342,987Advanced Consumer Lighting Program 1.09 1.57PGE21003a.
$71,719,478 $68,133,504 $61,264,490 $6,869,014Home Energy Efficiency Rebates 0.95 1.04PGE210043 $20,241,876 $14,961,376 $14,961,376PGE21005 Appliance Recycling Program 1.16 1.87"c

© $31,006,237 $31,006,237 $31,006,237Business and Consumer Electronics Program 3.172.54PGE210062
$20,856,887 $19,814,043 $11,172,030 $8,642,013PGE210Q7 Multifamily Energy Efficiency Rebates Program 2.25 2.95V)<Dos $42,200,022$46,000,035 $42,200,022Whole House Performance Program N/APGE21008 N/A

$274,186,622 $260,477,292 $244,966,265 $15.511,02<TOTAL RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS
Commercial Programs

COMMERCIAL PROGRAMSPGE21012 •
E - $77,344,484 $77,344,484 $74,406,733PGE21011 $2,937,751Calculated Incentives 0.96 1.29
O £ S58.516.685 S58.516.685 $2,090,230$56,426,455PGE21012 Deemed Incentives 2.17 2.70E o>
I 29 0-

$2,086,319$2,086,319 $2,086,319 $0Continuous Energy Improvement N/A N/APGE21013
S20.237.598 S20.237.598 S20.237.598 $0PGE21014 Nonresidential Audits Program 0.12 0.24CJ

TOTAL COMMERCIAL PROGRMS $158,185,086 $158,185,086 $153,157,105 $5,027,981
Industrial Programs
PGE2102 Industrial

" pSi
3 O)

1 2 ■E a.

Calculated Incentives $58,870,106 $55,201,746 $46,412,270 $8,789,476PGE21021 2.70 3.52
S10,742,233 $164,691$10,742,233 $10,577,542PGE21022 Deemed Incentives 3.23 4.85

Continuous Energy Improvement $2,024,956 SOPGE21023 $2,024,956 $2,024,956N/A N/A
$1,729,912PGE21024 $1,729,912 $1,729,912 SONonresidential Audits Program 0.21 0.40

TOTAL INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMS $73,367,207 $69,698,847 $60,744,680 $8,954,167
Agricultural Programs
PGE2103 Agricultural Programs

2 <n
^ i
3 &
= 2 O) Q_

Calculated Incentives $34,039,892 S34,039,892 $31,327,691 $2,712,201PGE21031 1.83 2.52
$11,055,921 $10,803,422 $252,500S11,055,921PGE21032 Deemed Incentives 1.07 1.61

Continuous Energy Improvement S2,024,956 $2,024,956 $2,024,956 $0PGE21033 N/A N/A
$1,729,912Nonresidential Audits Program $1,729,912 $1,729,912 $00.25 0.45PGE21034<

Pump Efficiency Services Program S5,949,288 $5,949,288 $5,949,288 $0PGE21035 N/A N/A
$54,799,970 $54,799,970 $51,835,269TOTAL AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS $2,964,701

HVAC
Total Residential & Commercial HVACPGE2106

$17,902,313 S17,902,313PGE21061 Upstream HVAC Equipment Incentive $17,902,313 $00.85 1.10

uo
PGE21062 HVAC Technologies and System Diagnostics Advocacy $0$7,070,433 $7,070,433 $7,070,4330.43 0.56Cd oI PGE21063 Commercial Quality Installation $7,383,067 $7,383,067 $7,383,067 $01.00 1.74<o >H x

ENERGY STAR Residential Quality Installation Program $11,403,488$13,711,409 $13,711,409 S2,307,921PGE21064 0.70 0.98
uo

I o
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Attachment 1 - Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
2010-2012 EE Portfolio - ACR Budget Reduction Plan (7/21/11)

ACR Reduction 
from Current 

Budget

2010-12 
Filed Net 

TRC Ratio

2010-12 
Filed Gross 
TRC Ratio

2010-12 Current 
Budget

ACR Modified 2010 
- 2012 Budget

Market
Sector

2010-12 Filed 
BudgetMain Program Name / Sub-ProgramsProgram #

Residential and Commercial Quality Maintenance 
Development $9,378,683 $0PGE21065 S9.378.683 S9,378,6830.12 0.16

PGE21066 SOWorkforce Education & Training $1,745,544 51,745,544 51,745,544N/A N/A
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL HVAC $57,191,448 $57,191,448 $54,883,527 $2,307,921

Total New Construction ProgramPGE2104o

© to o
z § ~

Residential New Construction 513,521,688 513,521,688 511,240,823 52.280.865PGE21041 0.44 0.74
Savings By Design 525,015,572 525,015,572 524,526,201 5489,371PGE21042 1.05 1.28

TOTAL NEW CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS $38,537,260 $38,537,260 $35,767,024 $2,770,236O
On-Bill Financingill

O il
527,844,983 S27.844.983PGE2114 On-Bill Financing (Inlcudes Loan Pool Amount) 26,207,986.62 1,636,996.10N/A N/A

$27,844,983 $27,844,983 $26,207,987 $1,636,996TOTAL ON-BILL FINANCING
Zero Net Piloti 11

n z a Zero Net Pilot (excluding EM&V) $12,250,007 $11,555,443 $9,080,302 $2,475,141PGE2112 N/A N/A
$12,250,007 $11,555,443 $9,080,302 $2,475,141TOTAL ZERO NET PILOT

Lighting Market Transformation Program.c - 2
■ts .e 5462,565 5462,565Lighting Market Transformation 5462,565 50PGE2105 N/A N/A

I- $462,565 $462,565 $462,565 $0TOTAL LIGHTING MARKET TRANSFORMATION
Government Partnership Programs= a © 57,686.191Innovator Pilot Program 58,826.248 58,384,935 S698.745PGE21251 N/A N/A

E 519,926,995 51,660,583Green Communities S20,975,784 518,266,412PGE21252 N/A N/Ac £2
i_ at

> r ° £ O a.

Institutional/Statewide Government Partnerships S38,839,695 543,666,146 540,886,801 52,779,345PGE2126 1.29 1.73
5105.880,649 5104,990,837Local Government Partnership Programs 5103,585,824 5889.813

TOTAL GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIPS $172,227,551 $177,858,726 $6,028,485$171,830,240
Third Party Programsc *o cc : * I TOTAL THIRD PARTY PROGRAMS $289,979,191 $304,478,150 $299,133,800 $5,344,350a
Codes and Standards

U)
PGE2107 Total Codes & Standards Program■o

re $8,415,444C&S Advocacy & CASE Studies: Building Codes 58,415,444 $8,415,444 50PGE21071 N/A N/A■a

57,324,803 57,324,803PGE21072 C&S Advocacy & CASE Studies: Appliance Standards $7,324,803 SON/A N/Are
co 51,237,298 50PGE21073 C&S Compliance Enhancements Training 51,237,298 $1,237,298N/A N/A
-o C&S Coordination (Statewide, EE Programs, External 

Entities)
cre $900,174 505900,174 5900,174PGE21074 N/A N/Are
re $0PGE21075 C&S REACH Codes 51,383,790 51,383,790 51,383,790N/A N/A■D
O $0PGE21076 C&S Other 5380,776 5380,776 5380,776N/A N/Au

$19,642,285 $19,642,285 $19,642,285 $0TOTAL CODES & STANDARDS PROGRAM
Emerging Technologies Program>.

O)
PGE2108 Total ET Program°(S> o 519,106,905 519,106,905 517,514,663 51,592.242PGE21081 N/AAssessments N/ACd 5 ~

© rc 
I- o,
D> O
- a

I u E 53,606,389 53,606,389 $3,305,857 5300,532PGE21082 Scaled Field Placement N/A N/Ao 53,653,659 $3,653,659 53,349,187 S304,472PGE21083 Demonstration / Showcasing N/A N/AH
52,807,096PGE21084 Market and Behavioral Studies 52,807,096 52,573,171 5233,925N/A N/A

(S> 5977,884 588,899Technology Supply Side Efforts 51,066,782 51,066,782PGE21085 N/A N/AoiI o
o 2 of 3-a
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Attachment 1 - Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
2010-2012 EE Portfolio - ACR Budget Reduction Plan (7/21/11)

ACR Reduction 
from Current 

Budget

2010-12 
Filed Net 

TRC Ratio

2010-12 
Filed Gross 
TRC Ratio

2010-12 Current 
Budget

ACR Modified 2010 
- 2012 Budget

Market
Sector

2010-12 Filed 
BudgetMain Program Name / Sub-ProgramsProgram #

0) $959,035 $959,035 S879.115 $79,920PGE21086 Incubation N/A N/AE
$31,199,866 $31,199,866 $28,599,877 $2,599,989TOTAL EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES PROGRAMLll

Workforce. Education & Training
in Total Workforce Education & TrainingPGE2109h- E

o0 2 
UJ ro 
§ 2

PGE21091 WE&T Centergies $34,061,574 $32,152,974 $32,152,974 $0N/A N/A
WE&T Connections $0PGE21092 $4,110,424 $4,110,424 $4,110,424N/A N/A

$0PGE21093 WE&T Strategic Plan Implementation $2,935,578 $2,836,299 S2.836.2DSN/A N/Aa.
$41,157,576 $39,099,697 $39,099,697 $0TOTAL WORKFORCE EDUCATION & TRAINING

DSM Coordination & Integration
c $1,200,000 $1,200,000 $1,128,000 $72,000PGE2111 Statewide DSM Coordination & Integration N/A N/A.2
■s #>

- s5 0-

PGE2113 Locat DSM Coordination & Integration
$3,500,000 $3,500,000 $3,500,000 $0PGE21131 Integrated Marketing N/A N/A

Integrated Education & Training $300,000 $300,000 $216,936 $83,064PGE21132 N/A N/A
Integrated Sales Training $1,500,000 $1,500,000 $1,237,902 $262,098PGE21133 N/A N/A

w Integration Support $2,000,000 $2,000,000 $1,646,258 $353,742PGE21134 N/A N/Aa
$8,500,000 $8,500,000 $7,729,096 $770,904TOTAL DSM COORDINATION & INTEGRATION

Marketing. Education & Outreach<A
o |
00 E
Lll Ol
5 2

PGE2110 Marketing. Education & Outreach
PGE21101 Statewide Marketing & Outreach $22,979,247 $22,979,247 $21,600,492 S1,378,755N/A N/A

$1,969,135 $118,148ME&O Strategic Plan Support $1,969,135 $1,850,987PGE21102 N/A N/Ao. $24,948,382 $24,948,382 $23,451,479 $1,496,903TOTAL MARKETING. EDUCATION & OUTREACH
EM&V (IOU COSTS)

$13,834,920EM&V - IOU Costs $14,718,000 $14,718,000 S883.080N/A N/A>
00 EM&V - CPUC Costs (includes $1.4 million approved for 

ZNE Pilots)
5hi $38,802,000 $38,802,000 S36.473.880 $2,328,120N/A N/A

$53,520,000 $53,520,000 $50,308,800 $3,211,200TOTAL IOU EM&V
GRAND TOTAL $1,338,000,000 $1,338,000,000 $1,276,900,000 $61,100,0001.23 1.61

Note:
The 2010-12 current budget reflects a 2010 fund shift of $21.6 million from PG&E's statewide and local programs to provide additional support to government partnerships and third party programs.
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SDG&E’s Proposed Budget Reductions and Revised Budgets

Gas SWEEP 2011 Budget Reductions

1
!!II ” I

UJ

11 
“ a
S I

0

3 |
1 =< CO

< 1 < 1 a
JEas

5
S

O'1 111illII w £0 <Program Name (1)Progrs
Statewide Programs

S1-AaA Calculated 3,830.683 S 142,444 142,444 S 3
■/- Ag8 - Deerned 1.005,694 ...I, 326.379 S_ 328,879 ..I

j lOAgf; - Nonresider 14 2.109^ S
240,477
136,1 70 1.051

4 ,248,850
16,5 2 0,6 IS S 34 5,008

1,302.143
1 058.9 79 1. 15855_[;>vv-i..or;;iu - uoininuous r. 

I'sW-lndA - Calculated 
fSVvdnd

j 04,376 _S 509.770 1,
231.082 Jy 14 7,801 5,083.221

440.16540.165
.84,304 S 4.027 S■•m

■78.1 75 12.078.1 73
j12.527_ _S 4.1 62,527

ics'Plug Load 305.240 ..-1
00.119 S1

S5 31,751 53 7.74 7 S s
s■2S

675.000 A 675,000 S
SW-ResE

"p97S.jL.-instPOl - ■tnership 310.000 _5
L. 4r:stP02 - 100.000 1.025.756

2.205.709 jLOnstP’03 - 150.000 $
31 1.93 7 j751.957 _s 44 0.000

SDGE 3127 730.749 S 1 7.391 S 713_.353_
850.739 18DGE.3128 ;n Uiego Cnfy Ware, 1.072,64 0 Jl 221,907 S..ip

1.1 74.203 j 
390,000 1

S DGE3141 i u i id ing Sta nd aixj sfi 1.1 74.293
300.000 1.andards Advocacy

630.008! 1630,000! ■If! C)

99.999199.999
crgy Star Quad!; 83.481 $

61,695 S
58.510 1.

SDGE 314 8 97,751

ISPGP3149 JLo. 466.325 _S
_67,890_E - 57,890 ]

46.054 IG - 46.0S1 S
- SVV integrated DSI3 600.122 600.122

8.341,220 2,0008)00 6.391.220
: G - Strategic Plan 1„

500.000 Ji Ssessmenis
"escriphve Whole House Retrofit

Strategic Planning & implementation
WE&T Centers SPPRC. Jgood Service Ceo

264.855
oloI.Qll.1SW-NCKesA - R(\iC 4,398,013

Logs! Programs
SDGE3116
SDGE311 7 Local(!3 ■■ Local N £!21_ . 

rinership
1,225.227 _S

SDGE 3129 LGovPOl - 52)46.309 S 1 33.956
SIJGE3130 LGoyp 5.21 7.788tnership
SDGE 3 858 S-annership
soge: '0.018strar " 161.128
sdge; 2,188.110 jy 51.893...rtnei
sdge; 49,392_shg
SDGE3 •• ICL Es P a On e re hip _

- New Cities Partnership 
Local Island Program

470.619 13,201
SDGE 3
sdge; >72.180 550.000

>64,081
sdge; OBf
sdge; _ocai Strategic Deveiopmer >96.386
sdge: sarning Ctenier

Third Party Programs __
SOGESKC; mGas - hire |Ui|i
SDGE31B3 Oness Ererg- 20.459

Efficient 4)3,247m
itiicSDGE3165 care Enei 516.407 $ 58.190 $ 58.190 S

SDGE3166 iging Energy Edit S58,19t!
SDGE 3 ,ergy Clinic (MEC) 

He Future iP’oF)
.) .000.000

.$6743)16
1.584,845 57.054 $ 57.054

sdge: .1—.
sdge: _$
SDGE3172_ 
SDGE 81? 3.......

4.754.001 S 445.000 S 445.003! S 4
3P..Res04.. K&

lr.
1.651.066 j1,651_066_ _S

SDGE 31 74 ■r,u _1_8.00G0''"''
SDGE 31 75 8.20!!.!

266,879,9

11.1203

N/A

Total Energy Efficiency Portfolio r| a 277,999,'
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Attachment 3
s< is Company

EE _ .*“3ir"

As si

A

See Joint IOU Comments Section B Computational Errors.
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e

■ at the end of this attachment shows SoCalGas’

Chair CalGas P^"c _ »i; _ nr% A ^'ivaness

' Third Decision Addressing Petition for Modification of Decision 09-09-047 adopted July 14,2011.
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